PRESS RELEASE

Strengthen checks and balance system: Governor urges VCs

The Hon’ble Governor Justice (Retd) P. Sathasivam, has urged Vice Chancellors to be ever vigilant, prompt and decisive in the conduct of affairs of the University and to ensure that systems of checks and balance in the University are always strengthened and never compromised.

The Chancellor’s direction to Vice-Chancellors comes in the context of the unfortunate incident which occurred few days ago in University College, Thiruvananthapuram and the subsequent recovery of some blank answer sheets of the University of Kerala by the Police from the residence of a student.

The Hon’ble Governor notes that the incident, which was widely covered in Electronic and Print media, ‘may give room in the mind of a common man to raise doubts about the sanctity of the examination system in vogue in any institution’.

‘Such an incident enjoins upon all concerned to introspect the inbuilt check and balance systems, to have a look at the efficiency of supervisory layers which are in place in the University and to take all possible measures to uphold the secrecy, transparency and sanctity of the examination system’ – the letter stated.
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